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RESCUE OF THE MONTH NOMINATION 
CLUB/SERVICE  

DATE OF INCIDENT  TIME OF INCIDENT  

NAMES OF LIFESAVERS(S)/LIFEGUARDS(S)  

LOCATION OF INCIDENT  

SURGUARD INCIDENT NUMBER (IRD)  

OVERVIEW OF THE INCIDENT (LIMIT 1 PAGE) 
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS IN BRIEF BULLET POINT FORMAT 

SKILL AND RESOURCES 
APPLICATION  

40% 

Were the skills used correctly and appropriately as per SOP’s?  
Did the rescue / incident require advanced technical skills?  
Was the equipment chosen best for the conditions and skill level of the 
personnel?  
Was there optimal use of skills within the available personnel? 

 

 

 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED 

30% 

Were standard operating procedures followed?  
Was the safety of the rescuers involved appropriately assessed?  
Was there appropriate leadership, chain of command, good scene 
management, paperwork completed, follow-ups etc.?  
Was the equipment utilised appropriately? 

 

 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
CONDITIONS  

15% 

Was the incident around rocks, cliffs, or other precarious situations?  
What was the size of the surf, temperature, time, visibility, weather, and 
other environmental conditions at land or sea? 

 

 

 

POTENTIAL OUTCOME  

10% 

Would the outcome have been the same if the rescuers hadn’t intervened? 

 

 

 

MEDIA CAPTURE/ 
COMMUNICATION  

5% 

Were opportunities maximised in terms of media exposure? If yes, please 
attach article or give a brief overview of media exposure 
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS IN BRIEF BULLET POINT FORMAT 

Completed the nomination form correctly? 

Checked that all nominees are proficient and members on SurfGuard? 

Attached Incident Log or reference incident number from SurfGuard? 

Attached any/all related media clippings? 

Forwarded to your Branch/State by the due date? 

CLUB ENDORSEMENT 

NAME OF CLUB: 

NAME OF CLUB REPRESENTATIVE: 
MR/MRS/MISS/OTHER 

CLUB REP. POSITION/TITLE: 

CLUB REP. PHONE NO: CLUB REP: EMAIL 

CLUB REP. SIGNATURE: DATE: 

BRANCH 

NAME OF BRANCH: 

NAME OF BRANCH REPRESENTATIVE: 
MR/MRS/MISS/OTHER 

BRANCH REP. POSITION/TITLE: 

BRANCH REP. PHONE NO: BRANCH REP: EMAIL 

BRANCH REP. SIGNATURE: DATE: 

STATE/TERRITORY 

STATE/TERRITORY: 

NAME OF STATE REPRESENTATIVE: 
MR/MRS/MISS/OTHER 

STATE REP. CONTACT NO: STATE REP: EMAIL 

STATE REP. SIGNATURE: DATE: 

Once endorsed, please send all nomination forms to: lifesaving@surflifesaving.com.au 

Sydney Branch

Matt Spooner

Director Lifesaving and Education

13 January 2021
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	Check Box6: Yes
	CLUB/SERVICE: Wanda SLSC, SLSS RWC (Support Ski 2), Elouera SLSC, Sutherland Shire Lifeguards, SLSS (Sutherland 20)
	DATE OF INCIDENT: 27 December 2020
	TIME OF INCIDENT: 15:43
	NAME OF LIFESAVER/LIFEGUARDS: Lachlan Crawford (Wanda SLSC), Cameron Pyett, Jon Hayman (Sutherland Shire Lifeguards), Michael Byrne (Sutherland 20), Kane Hughes (SS2), Elouera Patrol Members
	LOCATION OF INCIDENT: Wanda Beach - track 15
	SURFGUARD INCIDENT NUMBER: 67763
	OVERVIEW OF THE INCIDENT: At approximately 15:43 on 27 December 2020 Lachlan Crawford, supporting by members of the public rescued a 22 year old female and Male in his 40's at track 15 on Wanda Beach. Lachlan was off-duty and saved both their lives as they were extremely close to drowning. The female was pulled from the water by Lachlan in semi-conscious (near unconscious) state. The male was also assisted by Lachlan out of the water. For those involved, this was a genuine near-drowning with the female patient placed into the recovery position, administered oxygen and airway cleared of significant amounts of fluid and was vomiting. The female patient was transported to St George Hospital in a critical condition. The male was also transported to St George Hospital as his condition later deteriorated. If Lachlan had not help hold the two patients above water and helped dragged them in where more assistance was provided, the two patients likely would have drowned. It is important to note the significance of the help provided by Support Ski 2 (Kane Hughes) who beached the jet ski, helped assist the female patient above the high tide line and the prepared the Lifeguards oxygen equipment, aswell as the Elouera roving Patrol members who helped assist the male, the two members of the public who assisted Lachlan when he got the patients closer to shore, Sutherland Shire Lifeguards John Hayman and Cameron Pyett (Supervisor) who assisted on scene also.Update: 30/12/2020Advised by Local Health District Spokesperson that the Female patient (who was intubated and remained in ICU at St George Hospital for two days) has now transferred to a ward in hospital and is in a stable condition. Advised that the male patient remains in hospital and has kidney related health conditions.
	SKILL AND RESOURCES APPLICATION: Lachlan was off duty going for a body surf when he spotted the two POIs in trouble. He grabbed the female over his back and lifted the male as he brought them into shore. The Lifeguards utilised their oxygen equipment which was also used by the volunteer lifesavers. The Elouera Patrol members were wearing bum bags with basic supplies and had rescue tubes on them aswell. All personnel used their training and executed it to a exemplary standard.
	PROCEDURES FOLLOWED: Standard Operating Procedures were followed for what he had as Lachlan did everything he could to prevent two people from drowning by grabbing them. Lachlan picked up someones surfboard to before he went out to try and use the board to help the pois float. All personnel on scene acted cooperatively and remained calm. Sutherland 20 and SS2 coordinated the radio response in requesting an ambulance. Paperwork for incident log was completed by the Wanda Patrol.
	ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS: The incident was in a dangerous rip, the surf was 2-3ft, water temperature 21 degrees, during the afternoon, weather was clear / fine with good visibility. Conditions that made things difficult were the extreme number of people on the beach which limited the ability for the SSV to traverse the beach in transporting the patient.
	POTENTIAL OUTCOME: Both patients would have drowned. This is verified by Cameron Pyett (Lifeguard Supervisor) who watched the whole incident unfold. There was extreme concern that the female patient was actually deceased when she was pulled out of the water due to her nill response and minimal consciousness / body movement
	MEDIA CAPTURE/COMMUNICATION: There were two media articles which are linked below. There is a video of the incident which captures the members of the public and Lifeguard as they assisted the patients into shore after Lachlan had brought them in from further out to sea.https://www.theleader.com.au/story/7070215/off-duty-lifesaver-in-vital-rescue/?cs=12https://www.theleader.com.au/story/7069029/ripper-of-a-day-brings-many-rescues/?cs=17293“I went for a swim in between Wanda and Elouera, I knew that there was a strong rip there and there were people everywhere. I had a swim and came in, but noticed someone really struggling and going under in the rip. I looked around and everyone was pointing at them, but no one was doing anything about it.I ran over to a guy and grabbed his surfboard to help them and raced out. When I got there, I didn’t realise there were two people in trouble. The girl was unconscious and the man was holding her up. Lucky I’m quite tall and was able to stand and grab the girl, the guy held onto my shoulders and I walked them in. The girl was in a really bad way and by the time I got onto the beach I was pretty fatigued, the lifeguards came over to help. I don’t think they would’ve had a chance if I had waited any longer. Adrenaline kicked in and all my surf lifesaving training and practice meant I knew exactly what to do.”
	NAME OF CLUB: Wanda SLSC
	NAME OF CLUB REP: Mr Michael Bonnici
	CLUB REP POSITION/TITLE: Club Captain
	CLUB REP PHONE: 0415779853
	CLUB REP EMAIL: captain@wandaslsc.com.au
	CLUB ENDORSEMENT DATE: 30 December 2020
	CLUB REP SIGNATURE: 
	NAME OF BRANCH: 
	NAME OF BRANCH REP: 
	BRANCH REP POSITION/TITLE: 
	BRANCH REP PHONE: 
	BRANCH REP EMAIL: 
	BRANCH ENDORSEMENT DATE: 
	BRANCH REP SIGNATURE: 
	STATE/TERRITORY: 
	NAME OF STATE REP: 
	STATE REP CONTACT NO: 
	STATE REP EMAIL: 
	STATE ENDORESEMENT DATE: 
	STATE REP SIGNATURE: 


